A pair of flexible discs sealed together at the edges and inflated will make a cell-like shape, Fig. 1.

Dividing each unit of these basic discs into yin-yang pairs results in 4 separate tear-drop (TD) shapes, Fig. 2. It is topologically convenient that the perimeter of each TD is the same as that of the original disc. Thus via new edge-to-edge matching of the four TDs an infinite series of forms can be developed. In my sculptural investigations the number of possibilities was reduced by specifying certain points of conjunction -- e.g. the points a, b, c, and d in Figs. 3 and 4.

My approach is empirical. The medium is flexible vinyl. Initially, an opaque white vinyl fabric was seamed with a sewing machine, the individual shapes linked together and the whole unit softly inflated with squirrel cage blowers.
Later, clear vinyl was sealed with a dielectric welder. The resulting glass-like forms had valves and could be pumped up hard with compressed air.

Of the 59 morphologically distinct inflatable forms that resulted:

(a) Twelve were developed by recombining similarly oriented TDs, Fig. 5.

(b) Twenty-nine were developed by recombining mirror-paired subdivisions, Fig. 6.

(c) Eighteen additional asymmetrical shapes were developed by recombining three similar shapes with one mirror, Fig. 7.

Morphological distinctness in this context requires exclusion of: mirror images, degenerates and, as a function of necessity, those cases in which all four tips \((a,a,a,a)\) would have met. The photographs that follow are a selection of forms in the set developed from mirrored pairs, Figs. 8-16.

This work culminated in a comprehensive layout on a double Zeeman's Dunce Cap.\(^{1,2,3}\) On this folded surface shapes were related according to specific construction
characteristics so that in a full display one would not only see families of shapes but how transformations occurred.

Context:

"Anolatabulata" is just one unit of a twenty-year empirical investigation that included:

(a) Symmetries of sequence developed via pairing, circling and recombinining subdivisions of a disc, Fig. 16. This subdivision was assembled in seven different ways. Fig. 17 is one example. Again the infinity of possible combinations was constrained, nevertheless each set had enough pieces to disclose symmetry of sequence.

(b) Repeating Helices and Progressive Helical transformations that resulted from matching, then progressively displacing, mirror annuli, Fig. 18.

(c) Expanding Open Surfaces from congruent chains of annuli, Fig. 19.

(d) Advanced Morphology. The series entitled "Life Sculpture" and "God’s Games" were advances on the basic yin-yang subdivision of a disc, e.g. Fig. 20.
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